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BISHOP’S  CHAPEL 

 

History 

Dedicated to St Mark and The Holy Trinity. 

 

Built by Bishop Burnell  (1275 – 92) possibly on original base of Jocelin’s chapel. 

 

Gothic Decorated style – very tall windows and raised vault somewhat ahead of its time. (also compare ruins 

of Great Hall) Local Blue Lias shafts. 

 

From 17th century period of neglect and stagnation following Puritan interference,  

- sedilia, now once more visible, blocked up as was door where possibly the angelus bell hung (visible 

from the outside) 

 

Then tradition of restoration started by Bishop Law (1824-45) and continued to the present day. 

 

Interesting items to note 

 

East Window – which was boarded up when Law began his restoration; fragments of medieval glass used in 

mosaic form to provide colour contrast. Glass from Rouen (cf Wells Cathedral) – also modern glass; cross of 

St. Andrew(Wells Cathedral), Bishop Law to R, Bishop Henderson low R 

 

Sedilia(three seats) and piscina now decorated with colourful hangings (1960) – designed by Mrs Heather 

Child -  Winged Lion of St Mark, Great Seal of Bishop Burnell, Arms of  Bishop Ken, Arms of Bishop 

Henderson (first opened rooms to public). 

 

Green panelling instituted by Bishop Bickersteth(c 1975)  bishops from Burnell onwards. All mitred apart 

from Hadrian de Costello and Thomas Wolsey (cardinals hats) some no arms, George Carey-arms of the 

Diocesan Bishop, Jim Thompson-two hands in silver and gold (representing black and white - 

reconciliation) 

 

Christ the Teacher commissioned by Bp Carey as he himself identified with the mission of teaching – 

Thomas Preator (hidden at the back) 

 

 Bp Peter Price(2001-2013) and his wife Dee carried on its restoration and development, first cleaning the 

pews. These created at the turn of 19th and 20th  century. Bishop Kennion(1894-1921) commissioned wood 

carvers from all over Somerset, many of whom had suffered unemployment – different pews from different 

parishes (see separate sheet) 

 

Reconciliation became overriding theme (cf Bp Jim’s two hands) Altar and President’s chair designed by 

David John. Dedicated 2006 –maple wood and Ancaster stone – resting on circular text of reconciliation 

carved by John Rowlands Pritchard: “God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself and He has given 

to us the ministry of Reconciliation”.(2 Corinthians 5 v 18) The base of the altar table has a celtic knot 

joining the legs, again representing reconciliation and unending connectedness. 

Coloured hangings of church seasons located behind the altar were the brainchild of Mrs Dee Price who 

created them with the help of volunteers. 

 

Processional cross  - designed Pat Sampson – cast in silver – stand by James Blunt 

 

Icons of reconciliation {1}The Creation (2) The Fall (3) The Gospel of Peace (4) The Cost of Reconciliation 

(5) The Vision of God’s New Order - by well-known Bulgarian icon writer Silvia Dimitrova (also did 

stations of the cross in Cathedral) She later wrote the Holy Trinity icon – inspired by famous Russian icon – 

Trinity with signs of sharing hospitality (a meal) on the table, in top right corner – Winged Lion of St Mark. 

 

Vault bosses painted Autumn 2008 in time for Christmas 


